Endorsement | Karen Melton-Stewart, NSA Intelligence Analyst, 28 yrs, Retd.
I would like to whole-heartedly recommend this second Memo to Trump by
Ramola D, as well as the first (2017). It is replete with astonishing but accurate
information on the intended high tech destruction and subjugation of not only
the American population, but the world...which was a hair away when Trump
took office. By the grace of God, it has been delayed by a small number of
people in-the-know.
This country, culture, leadership and yes, citizens, have a huge and deep trough
of shame to lap up like no one else ever before in history. No one.
As a nation, we have utterly betrayed our country, our founding principles, our
humanity, as well as our fellow citizens, and even our families, with active,
voluntary participation in the immoral and illegal vilification,
dehumanization, torture, and murder of innocent people falsely
portrayed as “threats” by the DHS-FBI-Fusion-Center-et-al matrix of
endless, baseless predation to feed the Police State.
Others have chosen to deal with pleas for help and common decency by pouring
buckets of salt into the wounds of the victims by dismissing, mocking, ignoring,
insulting, and withholding basic human compassion (much less concrete help)
for them based on willful ignorance or rank cowardice.
This memo is a strong, all encompassing wake-up call that is factual and
appropriately emotional to correspond to the level of unimaginable and unjust
traumatic hurt and obscene insult done to innocent people, who are infinitely
better human beings than their avaricious, sociopathic, and mercenary
persecutors.
Educate yourselves, swallow the shock, roll up your sleeves and add your
talents to the fight, for yourself, for your children, and for the future of
humanity...if there is to be one.
Karen Melton-Stewart | NSA Intelligence Analyst, 28 yrs, Retd.
And accidental Whistleblower but unrepentant Patriot.
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Once Again, a Memo to President Trump, and to all Oblivious
Readers of the New York Times & Other Lying and Complicit
Mainstream Media: Treason on the Ground, in the USA: PublicPrivate Partners in Targeted Killing of Americans
Massive Surveillance State Abuses Have Permitted Treasonous
Assault, Terminal Brain Experimentation, & Murder of
Innocent Americans by Domestic & Multi-National
Defense/Utility/Service/Telecom Corporations, Intel Agencies
(CIA/FBI/DHS), US Military/Navy/Air Force, & Local Govts.,
with Radiation Assault Weapons & Neuroweapons
As before, this Memo seeks to inform President Trump as well as all
those who are truly oblivious about what is going on in today’s worldwide
surveillance state--being mindwashed by MSM into thinking all is well and
those pesky “Targeted Individuals” reporting physical assault with invisible
spectrum and sonic weapons are just plain delusional, as the New York
Times--famously confessing recently to having their articles vetted not by a
qualified editor but by the government--would have you believe.
The root of this evil—although predated by long-standing Mafiosi criminality in
our society--seems to begin in this millennium with the excesses of the
Patriot/Freedom Act which permit Americans to be wrongfully and glibly named
terrorists, extremists, and known or suspected terrorists at the whim of pretty
much anyone associated with the fusion centers—FBI, DHS, NSA, CIA, and
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their paid informants, snitches, and proxies in communities.
The FBI's list of problematic citizens includes Americans interested in the
Constitution, and includes human and animal rights activists who speak out
against war and against cruelty—this in itself should let everyone know that
absolute Communist mayhem has been unleashed on America—and rolled
into town like a Trojan Horse in broad daylight, unchallenged by an either
blackmailed, sleeping, or complicit Congress as part of the nauseously overrated
“War on Terror,” apparently the new CFR/CIA/FBI/DHS codeword for
“Anything Goes.”

Criminals and Terrorists Are Not Being Watchlisted; Vocal,
Civic-Minded, and Active Community Leaders and Patriotic
Americans Are
In reality, anyone who speaks out today in their communities, questioning waste,
corruption, or crime locally is being watchlisted, terror-listed, and KST-listed
(Known or Suspected Terrorist list/FBI).
Please re-read that: Criminals

and terrorists are not being
watchlisted; people of integrity and outspokenness are being
watchlisted. Those in fact who exhibit leadership or individuality qualities
and take action on problems and voice concern about community issues are being
watchlisted.
Nurses, doctors, writers, journalists, activists, artists, engineers, lawyers,
architects, schoolteachers, retirees, homemakers are being watchlisted/hit. Elderly
retirees, middle-aged parents, young parents, young men and women, veterans of
all ages, and children from birth to 24 of targets are being watchlisted/hit.
Dennis Montgomery, NSA whistleblower has mentioned 20 million Americans
illegally surveilled; George Webb, investigative journalist has mentioned 1
million; Dr. Robert Duncan, CIA/Defense whistleblower has lately estimated
1.6% of world's population targeted by US Govt, about 73 million. The age range
is age 0 to age 90, with a high percentage being in the 30-70 yrs age group, and
60-70% women as per figures from Dr. John Hall, but equally distributed, at 50%
men, 50% women, as per long-time activist Paul Baird, who notes that men are
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less likely to report to doctors and are often targeted for mental and other
takedowns earlier, many may be incarcerated.

These Innocent & Smart, Accomplished American Targets are
Being Hit Torturously With Radiation Assault Weapons &
Neuroweapons, in Secrecy, via Gov-Sanctioned, Blatantly
Inhumane Military/ Intelligence/ Justice Brain Experimentation
& Non Lethal Weapons Testing and Training Operations
(“Enforced Peace-Keeping”) & Trafficking Into Non-Consensual
Medical Sensor/Implant/Disease Testing
Once listed, targets are handed over like cattle into—one presumes, classified
Special Access Project, Above Top Secret, because secrecy's certainly involved,
FOIA requests yield zilch—Dept. of Defense and clandestine
CIA/DIA/DOD/USAF/Navy weapons-testing and neuro-experimentation
contracts, by which means further “legal” shenanigans written into treasonous
military and CIA directives come into play.
These include such treasonous documents as the NDAA which indefinitely
detains on US soil any number of hapless innocent Americans as KSTs (Known or
Suspected Terrorists), AR 5240.1 which permits military experimentation on
surveillees, EO 12333 which permits CIA/DIA “Intelligence” experimentation on
surveilees. The latest appropriation of rights/and stamping of Due Process, Bill of
Rights & Constitutional and Geneva Convention and Nuremberg rights and
liberties into the ground, is egregious DOD/Intel/Justice Exemptions written
into a revision of the Common Rule, to permit DOD/Intel/DOJ to
torture at will and hide this torture “legally” under Exemptions from Informed
Consent requirements for research on human subjects, touting “normative”
Intelligence/Surveillance/Criminal Justice activities here.
These treasonous exemptions “legally” permit Ethics-less agencies (or so they
think) like DARPA, and Army/Navy/USAF Intelligence and DIA/CIA to run
clandestine and extreme, no-limits, no-morals, no-ethics, MK Ultra-style neuroexperimentation on healthy American citizens, with full intent—being played out
currently--to transform them into brain-invaded, brain-degraded, brain-clonable,
bio-robotizable, diagnosed “mentally ill” slaves.
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These treasonous and unconscionable Executive Orders and Military
Appropriations of Rights also “legally” permit multi-national corporations (or so
they think) such as Lockheed Martin and Raytheon and General Dynamics to use
the bodies of those millions of Americans now put under surveillance (on false
and fabricated grounds) as target practice in Terminal Death-Dealing and
Infinitely Assaultive, Health-Damaging, and Life-Assaultive Field Weapons
Testing of Directed Energy Weapons in coyly named Directed Energy Bio
Behavioral Research contracts. (What are they testing, you may ask: frying
someone's skin with microwave weapons and watching how they jump? Much
worse, actually.)
Americans are also being trafficked into clandestine medical/behavioral health
monitoring programs run through NIH and other agencies, run by Universities and
research hospitals, and involving non-consensual implantation, remote tracking,
and precision RF assault to induce, accelerate, and study specific diseases and
injuries for monitoring.

These Outstanding, Patriotic Americans are Reporting Torture,
24/7 Assault, and Deliberate Stress & Trauma Creation with
Remote Bio Hacking and Neuro Hacking Weapons
In actuality, Americans are reporting intense radiation burns, second-degree
burns on skin causing blisters and lesions, extreme radiation dermatitis, swelling
of tissue related to continuous microwave assault, repeated assault with
microwaves/milliwaves at burn and blister sites, repeated assault at burn sites
even with medical care;
sudden organ and joint damage: brain fog, sudden and instantaneous headaches,
migraine, kidney pain, gall bladder and liver pain, pancreatic pain, sudden onset
of diabetes, arthritis, bones and joints being damaged instantaneously by focused
hammering with pulse shots, lungs being painfully constricted and attacked, nose
bleeds, sudden onset of extreme bronchitis, pneumonia, sudden and persisting
fibromyalgia and shingles, sudden heart attacks and strokes in fully healthy
people, in ages from 20 to 90, and younger;
electronic rape and sexual assault and sexual stimulation, from external EMF
signals/which can be shielded from, with some difficulty;
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electroshocks, continuous vibrations, and frequent seizures all provoked by
external EMF signals/which can be shielded from, with difficulty;
extreme over-heating of skin, face, chest, back in subdural heating as with ultrathin film technology (bio-MEMs, nanotech sensors) and Pulsed Energy Projectiles
(known to be tested by US Navy, as per a declassified contract)
flickering of nerves and muscles, as with military tracking radar;
gassing with chemical weapons being vented into homes and cars;
skin infestations, swellings, fattenings, darkenings, lightenings, filled with
strange fibres, black dots, shiny dots as with nanotechnology sprayed at them, in
Morgellons infestations, or via Direct Chemical Weapons
covert, non-consensual implantation of RFID microchips, Brain Computer
Interface chips, and bio-MEMs as well as nanotechnology/which in many cases
have been found to exist in reporting victims' bodies via scientific radiological
scanning methods as well as industrial toxicology analysis;
painful RF signals being sent to non-consensual implants, inducing pain in
various organs, migraines, organ damage, brain fog;
neuro-assault: synthetic/electronic visual and auditory sensory elements
being pumped in via non-consensual Brain Computer Interfaces or some other
form of brain invasion such as images, sounds, sensations, dreams, often
pornographic, pedosadist, bestial, and abusive in nature, even into children's
brains (as reported to this writer);
neuro-abuse: abusive Voice to Skull and Synthetic Telepathy signals,
essentially voices using military V2K/microwave hearing/ultrasonic bone
conduction and voice-morphing technologies engaging in AI abusive scripts
24/7, encouraging targets to commit suicide, murder, and mayhem, and injecting
hopelessness and dejection--Imagine a voice in your skull telling you night and
day you are worthless and should commit suicide! This is happening--and it’s
not schizophrenia, it’s US DOD/CIA Bio-Communications Technology;
neuro-hacking: synthetic emotions of rage, fear, dejection, depression, all
manner of extreme emotion being pumped in, via deliberate assault with
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specific, known radio frequencies to induce these emotion clusters;
neuro-takeover: remote control of one's motor and sensory cortex, limbs,
organs, and entire body using exotic neuro-hacking techniques such as EEG
Heterodyning, EEG Cloning, and BCI-CBI interfacing.
death: induced mortality by heart attack, stroke, or repeated assault with radiation
weapons productive of fast-moving or slow-moving cancers.
Please note, all physical symptoms above that are being reported here are
symptoms understood by reporting victims to be induced by external EMF
signals, usually pulse shots, or EMF signals sent to implants—in many cases
recorded with EMF meters and shielded from (proving they are external signals,
not internal health issues.) Shielding is a huge problem since not all kinds of
shielding work for all of these assaults; Americans are struggling to shield
themselves. The neuro-hacking assaults are experienced differently, and reporting
victims often report how difficult it is to shield their heads from assaults such as
V2K and EEG Cloning and Bio-robotizing. Bio-hacking anti-personnel weapons
being used on Americans include it seems exotic scalar technology, hard to shield
from, even under layers of passive metal shielding.

Deliberate Stress and Trauma Creation with Illegal
FBI/DHS/CIA/DOD COINTELPRO Abuse and Persecution
In addition, these Americans are reporting being subjected to extreme Stress and
Trauma Creation COINTELPRO abuse: high-speed hazardous driving around
them, non-stop high-level noise harassment and noise assault around them in
neighborhoods with vehicles & landscaping equipment, non-stop hostility,
ridicule, and community member “monitoring” them with cell-phones and
arrival-departure presence from neighbors; nonstop vehicular and aerial
stalking with ground vehicles, small planes, drones, helicopters; and nonstop
pedestrian stalking and swarming in public.
All these are stressors, creating situations of high stress and trauma around targets,
who at the same time are being hit with radiation/sonic assault weapons and
RFID-monitored 24/7, in illegal and abusive CIA/DOD experimentation.
This COINTELPRO is being pulled off by such parties as FBIInfragard/National Sheriffs Association community “police,” Neighborhood
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Watch groups trained and unleashed on American communities by DHS/Fusion
Centers, and Civilian-Military operations run by Special Ops Forces/Marine
Corps/DOD—and well-hidden under FBI Community Policing, FBI Countering
Violent Extremism, DHS “Home Guard” and Neighborhood Watch, and DOD
“Peace-Keeping” initiatives and operations.
Dr. Robert Duncan, CIA/DOD whistleblower, has stated that Trauma-Based Mind
Control experiments—intending Brain mapping, modification, and takeover—are
being run non-consensually by the military and CIA/DIA on targets. He has also
attested to the veracity of weapons-testing on Americans being run on an ongoing
basis by Defense contractors working for DOD/USAF, which this writer can
verify, from documents and communications obtained from FOIA requests and
ongoing research.
Dr. James Giordano, military neuroscientist, has openly stated that the brains of
specially targeted individuals are being studied, in the interests of weaponized
neuroscience: this appears to be an admission of deliberate targeting of
outstanding and moral Americans for destruction by unethical military weapons
manufacturers whose new terrain is the human brain. (Lecture at Lawrence
Livermore Labs, Aug 2017, From Bench to Battlefield: Weaponized
Neuroscience: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUtQbriWt64)
To summarize: outstanding Americans have been sold or trafficked into nonconsensual DOD/CIA neuro experimentation and DE weapons-testing
projects run by extremely diabolical, unethical, unConstitutional, and positively
evil Military and Intelligence agency heads, employees, and contractors, and
involving absolutely barbaric, medieval, sadistic 24/7 Physical & Psychological
Stress, Trauma, Torture, and Assault just so their traumatized, vulnerable
brains can be mapped, and data downloaded from their brains into Big Data,
Supercomputing, and AI Mass Control projects, for the further benefit of
these treasonous control freaks.
Question: When did the USA become the Country of Human Sacrifice of
Accomplished Americans for Death-Dealing Devils Playing Mengele in US
Military & Intelligence?
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Fake Lists, Fake Terrorists, Fake Investigations, Fabricated
Records, Lies, Defamation, and Slander Operations,
Blacklisting, Sabotage, and the Destruction of American Lives
Strategized NWO/Agenda 21 plans for totalitarian world governance in
conjunction with billions of dollars funnelled into Post-9/11 projects within the
“War on Terror” paradigm, including the FBI's Countering Violent Extremism
programs, as well as Fusion Center Watchlisting for Extrajudicial
Surveillance have spawned a corrupt, profit-centered industry focused on
targeting innocent Americans, then corralling communities around them, training
them up in Stasi -style hate crimes against these Americans, and selling these
Slow Kill crimes in neighborhoods as Citizen Watch community-policing
activities.


Very simply, innocent people across America—usually highly educated or
highly moral, or both--are being Fake Watchlisted.



People with no ties to or interest in terrorism are being falsely named
Extremists and Terrorists. (Thousands, hundreds of thousands,
possibly millions of good honest Americans--as per all reports of FBI
watchlisting (from ACLU) and estimates from Military/Intel
whistleblowers Montgomery and Duncan.)



As per FBI whistleblower Geral Sosbee, corrupt Federal Magistrate Judges
under the thrall of the corrupt FBI then produce Court-Authorizations to
open false investigations on these people; or the secret FISA court to issue
secret FISA warrants and secret National Security Letters are used to
inform places of employment and neighborhoods these people are “under
investigation.”



Their neighbors, friends, and family are contacted and told these
outstanding Americans who are now targeted for elimination (exactly
as historically in Cambodia, Poland, Soviet Union) are “under
investigation,” – authorization for which by the way is frequently renewed
(every 90 days, acc. to FBI whistleblower Geral Sosbee) and never ends,
even after a year, 3 years, 10 years into this bogus investigation. People are
also told that they (the neighbors) need to help with the investigation—
most usually by turning a blind eye when the Fusion-Center-approved
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contractors zoom nightly and daily into their neighborhoods and make a
deadly racket, by letting them park in driveways, and by letting them into
their homes and yards so they can track the target better.


The good name, character, and reputation of these outstanding
Americans is then sullied, slurred, slandered, and reviled by the Fusion
Center thugs – AKA FBI, DHS, State and Local Police – to the neighbors,
friends and family, who are told this person is under investigation for
dubious activities, possible connection with terrorists, pedophilic and
pornographic activities, prostitution, alcoholism, drug dealing or
consuming, or some other horrifically unsavory activity which would never
cross the mind or life of these particularly moral, accomplished, and
outstanding targets—but are probably daily-crime in the life of corrupt,
Mafiosi FBI who like to project their crimes onto others.



Additionally, and most crucially, people are told the target is Mentally
Unstable, a Conspiracy Theorist, Obsessive, Bipolar, Schizophrenic,
Paranoid, or other such, and therefore “needs to be watched by the
neighborhood” and “by the community.”



For all of the above lies, falsified records and decontextualized
information is possibly used to “prove” to neighbors and family that the
target is a highly unsavory character who is mentally unstable and cannot
be believed, and must be monitored closely.



Then the target is hit daily and nightly with Directed Energy Weapons,
Active-Denial heat systems, and Radio Frequency Brain Transmissions to
sleep-deprive her through the night (by way of waking her up several times
through the night with wake-frequencies, sound and heat stimuli sent very
close--LRAD and plasma/infrared weapons--hitting spines, heads, beds,
walls, shielding), covert ly sharpshot with RFIDs or surgically implanted,
and whacked night and day with microwave/milliwave/sonic/scalar
weapons and neuroweapons, as described earlier.



When the target (character-assassinated as a mentally-unstable
extremist) now mentions this High-Tech Radiation Assault and Battery to
anyone in family or neighborhood, s/he is disbelieved, as intended, by this
DirtBag Operation being run by our amoral and unscrupulous, Satanic, antiChristian and anti-American “American” Fusion Centers. Further, the
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ridiculous COINTELPRO s/he is subjected to—also known as Psy Ops or
Military Information Support Operations—with people around him/her
dressing like him/her (wearing his/her clothes, his/her colors) and repeating
words and phrases from his/her emails, texts, and private conversations,
engaging in stupid street theater around him/her, as well as gaslighting,
vandalism, break-ins into his/her home to steal or deface small things, is
also intended to obtain for him/her a psychiatric diagnosis of
Delusional and Paranoid, to further discredit him/her.


This accomplished, productive, caring, moral American with
tremendous potential as a productive community member, ethical
leader, and active helper of humanity is now successfully “neutralized”
in his/her own neighborhood and family via Social and Psychological
Terrorism; s/he is socially isolated, shunned and ostracized, disbelieved,
and looked on with hostility and contempt by the gullible and the
indoctrinated neighbors and community-members, all because corrupt,
criminal, avaricious, spineless members of the FBI or DHS or CIA or
NSA came by, flashed badges and corrupt court-authorizations
obtained under false pretences, and told a bunch of lies about him/her to
take his/her life down.



These DirtBag Lies go very far: people will not rent to him/her, s/he will
not get jobs; s/he cannot find clients. By this means, s/he is Blacklisted
and Sabotaged; his/her life and career abruptly ruined. This is the doing
of the FBI, CIA, DHS—and it is an Extreme Act of Treason which should
be rewarded with Life in Jail or the Death Penalty for all involved.



Remember also that this person—whose life, career, and character is thus
ruined—is, on a continuing, 24/7 basis, being massively assaulted
physically, neurologically, and psychologically as well, with Directed
Energy Neuroweapons and Psy Ops. This totality of attack on a person's life
is Extreme Abuse, Absolute Barbarism, Intense Sadism,

and has no place in any civilized society; there is NO
EXCUSE whatsoever that DOD, DARPA, DIA, USAF,
Navy, USMC, SOF, NGA, NRO, DHS, FBI, CIA, or
Local Police/Fusion Centers can give to Possibly excuse
these incredibly ghastly and inhumane 24/7 bitterly
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egregious assaults on Americans, none whatsoever.


Please note: These are not exaggerated characterizations: people are
being burned alive and boiled alive in their beds, they are being
assaulted in their genitals; they are being pulse-shot in heads, electroshocked, heart-attacked, nonstop face-hit and knee-hit, nipple-hit,
testicle-hit, vagus-nerve hit, kidney-hit, liver-hit, pancreas-hit, uterushit, back-hit, spine-hit, they are being subjected to abusive Voice to
Skull verbal abuse; none of this is in any way normal, nor acceptable as
legitimate “testing” and “experimentation” of new weapons on
anyone in the name of National Security.

These are Major Crimes Against Humanity, They Are NOT
Acceptable Weapons Testing or National Security or Medical
Health Experimentation
The excuse of “needing to experiment” or “needing to test weapons” in the
interests of National Security, Intelligence, Defense, Military Health, Medical
Health holds no water when one considers the sustained savagery and incredible
brutality of these assaults on Americans; Americans moreover who are
outstanding contributors to our communities; and Americans who have simply
casually been rolled into these Death and Destruction programs by incredibly
corrupt criminals in the FBI, and maliciously corrupt FBI/DHS “informants” in
local institutions to be turned into hapless prey at the amoral hands of exploitative
mad-scientist psychopaths in Black Ops agencies who have no business
developing and using such egregious Torture weapons on ANYONE.

These Incredibly Inhumane Anti-Personnel “Non Lethal”
Directed Energy Weapons and Remote Access Neuroweapons
Should Be Banned
Indeed, what this phenomenon really raises is the need to question, address, and
publicly reveal the horrific nature of these “anti-personnel” RF/sonic weapons and
neuroweapons which are being used on people. Concealing their brutality under
military and law-enforcement labels such as “non-lethal” and “less-lethal” and
“dual-use technology,” the extreme horror of these weapons is being kept under
wraps. These are weapons which permit the secretive remote access,
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manipulation, modification, degradation, and retardation of human bodies
and brains—and this is how they are being used today; they run counter to
every single understanding of basic human rights, every treaty and every
convention establishing human rights; they are not merely invasive of neuro,
cognitive, and physical privacy, integrity, and sovereignty, they are erasive of
these, and they have no business existing in our midst.
That the US Military and Intelligence establishment has developed such
powerfully deadly radiation and sonic weapons and neuroweapons and is using
them and testing them on Americans in “Pre-Crime” and “Potential Criminal”
lying scenarios and intending to use them in America as “Next Level” methods of
“Law Enforcement” as well as “Defense” is a horrific commentary on what
amoral depths this establishment has sunk to.
Not merely should these weapons be banned here in the US, the US should be
setting an example as a human rights leader and working actively to ban them
worldwide as well.
In fact, it is very clear to this writer that those individuals, political leaders, and
governments who permit the atrocity in usage of these extreme torture weapons
to continue will indeed go down in history as the ultimate barbarians of the human
race—whose reign will be short. The USA has an opportunity to rout out its own
Military/Intelligence Treason Faction here, stop the usage of these weapons on
Americans and anyone else worldwide, freeze all development, ban usage and
further development, and establish itself as a moral, humane, and civilized beacon
as the world moves forward in peace and harmony into this new millenium.

Humanity does NOT need secret torture weapons of extreme
human manipulation to be used on anyone, including citizens of
other countries characterized as “adversaries,” moving forward.
Innate Secrecy of These Spectrum Weapons Permits
Governments to Torture Their Own People in Secret: How It's
Being Pulled Off in 21st-Century USA
Clearly, these weapons would never have been developed with full public
knowledge, disclosure and open debate. The public has been kept in the dark
about these weapons because they are extreme weapons of human
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enslavement.
Joint development of these weapons with the Department of Justice took a nosedive into Secrecy in 1993 with the newly classified Joint Non-Lethal Weapons
Conference in Los Alamos, and later in 1994 with a Memorandum of
Understanding between DOJ and DOD to jointly develop a whole class of nonlethals and anti-personnels for domestic use on Americans by Law Enforcement
and flying them under the radar of Press scrutiny by naming them classified.

Excerpt/1994 MOU between DOD and DOJ, signed by Janet Reno, Attorney-General and John
Deutch, Secretary of Defense

This has established secrecy in use of what DOJ now passes off, poker-faced, as
Surveillance Technology. Remember, DOD/USAF/Navy are already using
Secrecy for weapons-testing. And DOD/CIA have long been using Secrecy for
Neuroweapons development, hubristic Behavior Modification, and Neuro
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Modulation.
This “legal” recourse to Secrecy coincides nicely with the innate secrecy offered
by invisible radiation and sonic weapons, which operate much as Wifi operates,
invisibly.
On the ground what this translates to is:
FULL SPECTRUM DOMINANCE: People are being hit from great distances,

remotely and invisibly, from satellites, cell towers, drones, helicopters, planes,
ships and boats, ground vehicles like cars, SUVs, trucks.
Closer in, people are being hit from neighbor's antennas, cell antennas on
utility poles, sheathed antennas on parked cars, covertly-placed microwave
emitters in their own homes and neighborhoods, covertly-placed repeaters in
neighborhoods, covertly-placed magnetrons on houses.
Paul Batcho, DARPA whistleblower, has stated a band of frequencies has been
reserved on cell towers for Military use, which are being used to hit targets from,
on a continuous basis in their communities, in public, as they are out and
about, even driving, or using public transportation. This writer can confirm this
scenario, where cell antennas mounted on light poles are being tuned to assault
along the entire route the target is on, so that she suffers continuous chest
congestion or continuous concussive brain assault as she drives along this route.
Targets' neighborhoods are taken over with Fusion-Center-approved contractors
zipping at high speed into neighborhoods and engaging in constant-tracking and
constant-hitting of the target in either shamelessly exhibitionistic activities of
“Surveillance” --in contrived theater for the terrorized neighbors, to establish daily
Show-of-Force military/Fusion “legitimacy” of these UnConstitutional activities –
or as ongoing weapons-training and testing for new batches of traitorous assassins
being trained under weapons-testing contracts—or both.
The ground-vehicle zooming testers/trainers described above are working in
tandem with air-crew; honking car-horns loudly when they fail to track--(even
for a minute) (these are Continuous Clandestine Tracking and Locating (CCTL)
operations on absolutely innocent-of-any-crime-whatsoever Americans)--and
thereby eliciting immediate action from a small plane, drone, or helicopter, which
instantly flies in or seems to descend over the target's house—as if a high-tech
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criminal indicted for Columbian drug-cartel operations had momentarily gotten
lost between the bathroom and the bedroom—to help with relaying co-ordinates
and using penetrative radar to plumb through to non-consensual implants beneath
shielding and produce a CCTL tracked-again signal for the programmed AI
mastermind which seems to be directing operations.
Note here that the USAF is conducting Directed Energy Bio Behavioral Research
with millimeter wave and other RF weapons in lab and field testing operations,
via Defense contractors such as General Dynamics, in multiple contracts across
USA.
As well: Robert Mueller, former FBI Director, has confirmed to Congress the
FBI's drones are in operation in US airspace, over CONUS; 30,000 drones have
been named as operational. Question: Why are FBI drones being used at
taxpayer expense on innocent Americans?
Also, it appears planes may be being kept in constant surveillance mode over
major urban targeted areas. In May 2013, news outlets reported a mystery aircraft
circling nonstop over Quincy, MA for more than eight hours, and through the
night. In June 2015, AP reported the FBI is operating a civilian Air Force
(inclusive of Cessnas) and maintaining surveillance over major cities.

Excerpt/https://www.bostonglobe.com/opinion/2013/05/16/fbitoo-quiet-quincy-planes/0h9EObhcoQvh41WxdpAHZM/story.html/
(Also see http://12160.info/photo/photos-show-mystery-aircraftover-quincy-ma-is-a-cessna-not-a)
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Excerpt/https://www.bostonglobe.com/news/nation/2015/06/03/fbi-behind-mysterious-surveillanceaircraft-over-cities/6bDAOspOJQpTaIYBcIvfRI/story.html
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The General Dynamics $49 million contract for DEBR for 7 years with the USAF
began in September 2013; this writer, based in Quincy, MA, reporting
Surveillance Abuse since November 2013, has since uncovered General
Dynamics' connections with the Quincy, MA government (No. 5, Pages 10-12/
https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2018/06/letter-from-ramola-d-tothe-chair-quincy-school-committee1.pdf) which point to weapons-testing of RF
weapons in Quincy, MA, Boston, and surrounding areas. (A detailed report on
this investigation s forthcoming at The Everyday Concerned Citizen.)
Ground Crew of Stalkers: Children, teenagers, adults in neighborhoods have
been roped in under false pretences via Community Policing and Neighborhood
Watch initiatives to stalk, monitor, point cell phones, point portable DEWs—ie.
direct microwave pulse hits at targets with, carry DEWs in backpacks and purses,
take photos and video, and generally engage in harassive stalking actions against
targets. The BackPack Stalker is now ubiquitous, all over American cities and
counties--a try at Plausible Deniability, but noticeable nevertheless.
FUSION HOUSES: Covert and clandestine brain experimentation by the

NSA/CIA/DIA as described by whistleblower Dr. Robert Duncan is being
facilitated by “fusion houses.” Researchers and weapon-wielders are moved in all
around targets, to inhabit houses and apartments as owners and tenants, taking
Surveillance contracts to “monitor” neighbor targets nonstop while directing
RF/sonic weapons at them for Torture and Trauma Based Mind Control purposes.
These are MK Ultra-extended programs focused on Brain Modification and
Behavior Modification, and have no business existing or being tested or used on
people in a democracy; they are treasonous operations in their assault of citizens.
Local Businesses Involved: Public-private partnerships permit services like UPS,
FEDEX, USPS, National Grid, Comcast, X-Finity, Verizon, Capitol Waste,
Sunrise Scavenger (trash and recycling), landscaping, home remodelling, treecutting, swimming pool cleaning, plumbing, heating, construction, virtually any
home service to carry tracking and heating microwave and sonic weapons,
sensors, and antennas in their trucks and vans and operate them casually in
neighborhoods, where they utilize Plausible Deniability for being there.
Civilian-Military Operations: Because military involvement in law enforcement
has been permitted by various legislative means, and the use of non-lethal
weapons as crowd-control, peace-enforcement, and adversary control has been
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sanctioned through DOJ/DOD MOUs, we are apparently now in a state of
publicly undisclosed Low-Intensity Conflict, predicted in War Strategy
documents, wherein Special Operations forces and other military groups are using
outfitted civilian vehicles—pick-up trucks, jeeps, SUVs, and service vehicles as
described above—to use targeted non-lethal weapons on named civilians casually
labeled “adversaries,”--again, the same smart accomplished moral American set
named earlier, while wearing Plausible Deniability camouflage to prevent the
larger public from understanding what is going on.

Plausible Deniability, Complicit Psychiatry, and Deep State
Media Lies
Indeed, every effort has been made to establish Plausible Deniability, which really
means that people are being attacked in broad daylight, with hidden weapons
systems, hidden in plain sight.
The ridiculous COINTELPRO these Americans are being subjected to as well
means they can now say truthfully they are being stalked, echo-gestured, echospeech'd (their own words from surveillance, as in conversation, text and emails
played back to them by strangers in public), vandalized, gaslit, and sabotaged—
which both complicit and not-clued-in psychiatrists will then rush in to “diagnose”
from the CIA-created DSM as delusional, delusions of persecution, paranoid,
schizoid, and schizophrenic. This indeed is exactly what is going on.
The outrage of these Americans being so extremely physically assaulted in these
ways, both with deadly carcinogenic weaponry and then with Stasi persecutory
COINTELPRO, only to be disbelieved and discredited with a Mental Illness
diagnosis by uneducated, uninformed or complicit psychiatrists is beyond belief,
and can rightfully be termed Psychological and Social Terrorism of American
communities and neighborhoods.
Of course, the primary reason these two species of psychiatrists—the unethical,
venal, complicit kind or the green, uninformed kind--are getting away with this
travesty is because mainstream media is owned lock, stock, and barrel by the CIA,
CFR, Bilderbergers and other vampires.
The lies that have been published in a steady stream from the '80s onward in the
major newspapers and through video/documentary coverage—such as The New
York Times and The Washington Post, and now Wired, The Daily Beast, Vice
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News, Chicago Sun-Times, and others—with a breathtaking range of openly
displayed refusal to touch the gamut of technologies openly being studied and
developed by the US Military and the CIA ranging from neuroweapons, mind
control technologies and techniques, directed-energy weapons, voice to skull
weapons, sonic weapons, bone induction weapons, genetic weapons, millimeter
wave weapons, microwave weapons, RFID chips, nanochips, nanobots except in
the most innocuous, benign, and accepting of ways, as if the deadly technology
development of the Military and the Covert Ops Agencies had to be protected
at all costs—and projecting instead a determined lack of knowledge, as well as
open denial about the existence of these weapons is nothing short of
phenomenally stupefying.
In conjunction, these newspapers and by extension the entire broadcasting world
which follows their lead, have mocked, ridiculed, denigrated, and verbally
assaulted reporting Americans in print, labelling them delusional and paranoid
when they are reporting Crimes Against Humanity.
The CIA terminology of “bizarre” “mystifying” “inexplicable” “flummoxing” is
rolled out regularly, including in recent news reports of US diplomats reporting
EMF and sonic weapons in Cuba and China, in pathetic attempts to project the big
fat lie that no knowledge of such weaponry exists among government ranks, and
that people reporting such exist on an outer fringe of conspiracy theory-- also, we
must remind ourselves, a CIA term to marginalize truthtellers and suppress
dissent.
In fact, a circular modality of Lies and Support for Lies has been forged and
continues to exist, among psychiatrists and CIA-agent-journalists spewing out lies
in Deep State Media:
The “journalist”aka CIA Media Asset asks: But have you received a
psychiatric diagnosis? I have to report you have been diagnosed as
delusional, so let's just nullify everything you are trying to tell me about
EMF weapons being used on you right there.
The psychiatrist says: But there are no well-known media (like the New
York Times) reporting this kind of weapon-use on or covert implantation of
Americans. Only “John Doe” articles by unknown people, who sound like
Conspiracy Theorists. So I have to give you a Delusional diagnosis.
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CIA Media Asset (limpidly): We report what the psychiatrist has said, that
you are delusional, and suffering from “mass delusion.”
Psychiatrist: We see that well-known media like the New York Times
reports all say you are delusional, and suffering from “mass delusion.”
Readers of CIA/CFR/MIIC-run Media incl. Doctors and Psychiatrists,
Family Members, Employers, Neighbors: The New York Times and
psychiatrists concur: You must be delusional, and suffering from “mass
delusion.”
MIIC: Military Industrial Intelligence Complex: the congregation of
killers executing these crimes.
CFR: Council of Foreign Relations, loose-knit body of Luciferians
running the CIA and lying CIA media, such as the New York Times.

Media is Participating in the Targeted Killing of Americans
It is impossible therefore to conclude anything other than that both Mainstream
and Alstream media which have failed and continue to fail to report the reality of
these crimes--which your neighbor and mine are fully aware of, as witnessing and
participating members in neighborhoods--are actually partaking, participating, and
fully involved in the targeted killing and torture operations of Americans, just as
much as neighbors are, schooled to obey the contractors and agency personnel
flashing badges at them to secure their compliance.
Gag orders regarding NSLs may be partially responsible but given the gleeful
participation in Psy Warfare evidenced in news anchors and Talk Show hosts
indulging in street theatre built around unlawful cameras-everywhere-insidehomes surveillance feedback and assisting in mocking, ridiculing, and attacking
targets on-camera, it is more likely that a high percentage of salary-drawing
employees in MSM are completely and fully complicit, and are part of the
Predatorial Fascist Class preying on outstanding Americans, whom they--like
their brethren the deranged “elite” Illuminati intent on a “Great Culling” to wipe
out most of humanity---would rather neuro-steal from, and ridicule, and
exterminate, and so have no problem smearing in print as delusional.
Because stealing words, actions, and thoughts a target says or thinks in the privacy
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of her home or her brain is indeed Neuro Stealing and IP Theft -- and the
Hollywood CIA Mafia along with the Mainstream Media Mafia and the Alt Media
Mafia is indeed displaying every evidence of precisely this profound treachery:
stealing the words and thoughts and actions of “Targeted Individuals” and
pumping them out in their Mafia Media as their own, as per the reports of
many creative targets, including my own experience.
Of course, every word written here relates also to people in every country being
similarly preyed on by the global UN predatorial racket underway worldwide
currently.

Habituating People into Mass Stoning Operations: Getting
People Used to Targeting, Tracking, and Torturing Others with
Remote Wifi/Sonic Weapons, in Their Own Neighborhood
The persistent nature of these operations and the ever-increasing penetration of
the predation into all corners of the community has culminated in a Mass Stoning
Operation going on in plain sight, with even educated professionals and their
children induced to participate and indeed freely participating.
Professionals Participate in Hunting, Tracking, Targeting, Torturing:
No matter that you are an engineer, physician, Public Health post-graduate,
IT Project Manager, retired schoolteacher, or Principal of a school, you keel
over and cell-phone track as commanded, in order to 24/7 hit with
“Electronic Surveillance” the target as the local Badge-Flashers from
Fusion Centers demand, or consent to wearing a neon cap on your head as
the MISO Psy Ops “behavioral research and neuro modification” sappers
demand. All that post-graduate education requiring critical thinking and
independent enquiry goes directly into the toilet as you comply.
Children and teenagers participate in Hunting, Tracking, Targeting,
Torturing: Especially egregious is the sight of children and teenagers
employed to raise cell phones at people, watch, monitor, target, and track
people, as well as engage in obnoxious street theater around people, as
numerous targets have reported to this writer, and as I myself have
experienced for several years now, as I drive and pick up my daughter from
school everyday.
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This means that kids are being trained to hunt down, disrespect, and
subjugate adults with these wifi weapons.
Let that sink in. American kids are now being trained to become American
hunters of adults, imbibe and assimilate lies about these Americans, and use
wifi weapons to deliberately radar-flick, GPS-track for a satellite hit, and
publicly mock and ridicule these Americans -- whom they are being
convinced to believe deserve and need their targeting, tracking, and
torturing. Direct assault of American bodies with Anti Personnel Non
Lethal Weapons is now being accomplished by conscripting children.
Children even younger--preschoolers, toddlers--are also being
conscripted; these kids are being used in two ways: one, asked by an adult
to stare, glare or raise an admonitory finger at an adult (I have been treated
to this lunacy numerous times, I have witnessed the parent bending down to
whisper to the child first); and two, kids are being Neuro-Modulated to fullface stare, cross the path, scream, yell, and otherwise mock or verbally
assault the target: this steps right into the Satanic realm of where exactly all
this deep dark Neuro Modulation and Neuro Modification experimentation
research is headed: it is headed toward direct and complete Brain Control of
not just toddlers and animals and insects as DARPA currently excels in, but
TOTAL brain control of all humans, starting with the most accomplished
and moral Americans--who have become the targets of the Satanists
seeking to take them out first.

Shut Down These Classified and Cruel Targeting, TerrorListing, BioHack/NeuroHack Weapon Testing, Brain
Modification Experimentation Programs
There is only ONE way forward, if America--and the world--is to be saved.
Declassify and open up the entire arsenal of these weapons and programs being
used against Americans and people worldwide. Then SHUT DOWN these
programs, BAN these Bio Hacking/Neuro Hacking weapons, remove them from
use by anyone, including and especially the amoral criminals running/contracting
with the Fusion Centers and the DOD, DOJ, and CIA.
Please see NSA Whistleblower Karen Melton-Stewart’s many excellent letters
and articles describing how all this can be done. (Appoint her National Security
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Agency Director or National Security & Human Rights Advisor.)
What is the point of Senate Intelligence Committees if they cannot oversee graft,
corruption, and abuse and shut it down?
This is incredible abuse of Americans, on an absolutely incredible scale. And if
the US MIIC is involved in running this selfsame program worldwide, then shut it
down worldwide.
Is this the legacy America is going to leave this world?
Let me close by merely repeating what I wrote earlier:

This program of current-day Anti Personnel Non Lethal Weapon use
on Americans is Extreme Abuse, Absolute Barbarism, Intense
Sadism, and has no place in any civilized society; there is NO
EXCUSE whatsoever that DOD, DARPA, DIA, USAF, Navy,
USMC, SOF, NGA, NRO, DHS, FBI, CIA, or Local Police/Fusion
Centers can give to Possibly excuse these incredibly ghastly and
inhumane 24/7 bitterly egregious assaults on Americans, none
whatsoever.

Further, Humanity is lost when humans can be so easily Bio
Hacked and Neuro Hacked: Humanity does NOT need secret
torture weapons of extreme human manipulation to be used on
anyone, including citizens of other countries characterized as
“adversaries,” moving forward.
Please read, watch, and listen to the print, video, and audio testimonials of the
hundreds and thousands of suffering Americans and people worldwide whose
lives, bodies, and brains desperately need saving today, their voices are all over
social media today, and also at many human rights sites online, including my
own, The Everyday Concerned Citizen, and my Youtube channel, Ramola D
Reports, which has sought to compile a 21st-century documentation archive of
today’s targeted whistleblowers, activists, journalists, telling their stories and
relaying their profoundly important advice as victims of these horrific weapons to
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the world.
How many cries, words, voices, tears, suicides, premature deaths is it going to
take before America listens?
The day will come when our Republic will be an impossibility because
wealth will be concentrated in the hands of a few. When that day comes,
then we must rely upon the wisdom of the best elements in the country to
readjust the laws of the nations to the changed conditions.
--President James Madison
No man can put a chain about the ankle of his fellow man without at last
finding the other end fastened about his own neck.
--Frederick Douglass
How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting
to improve the world.
--Anne Frank
The time is always right to do what is right.
--Martin Luther King, Jr.

FOR REFERENCE:
Please see the Memorandum to President Trump on Domestic US Torture Programs
Running Under Cover of Surveillance, published earlier.
With thanks to all reading this who will instantly take action to end these incredible
atrocities and extreme crimes against humanity, now and forever.
Ramola D
26 June 2019,
Quincy, Massachusetts
United States of America
Karen Melton-Stewart
NSA Intelligence Analyst, 28 yrs, Retd.
and accidental Whistleblower but
unrepentant Patriot.
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Rev. Dr. Millicent Black
MMFT, (SINCE 1990+)
Thomas McFarlan
Visual Artist, Journalist, Activist
Nina Sidorova
President of the Northern California Tenant Association, member of three Human
Rights Organizations and Citizens’ Commission on Human Rights International
Bennetta McKenzie, Financial Compliance Auditor
BA in Accounting, MS in Accountancy
Financial Audit Executive
Rosanne Schneider
Author, Artist, International Business Owner, 15-year Home Hospice Volunteer
Tracy A. Wellons
Wrongfully Targeted
Biomedical Research Scientist
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